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Welcome to the 2018 Solar Tackle catalogue. At Solar
we are passionate about providing our customers with
more than just market-leading products. Solar provides a
flagship brand that carp anglers worldwide are proud to
own and use on every session.
At Solar we are passionate carp anglers, and we aim to
make this come through in the products that we carefully
design, hone and perfect before releasing them for you
to use and enjoy. Solar Tackle’s 30-year heritage has seen
many ‘cult’ tackle items and baits launched from our stable
and, like a fine wine, we get better with age.
“I’m proud to say that the same attention to detail, skill and
care goes into the production of every item nowadays as it
did when I started. This, along with the reputation Solar has
built for invention and ingenuity, is key to our success.
“This year is one of the biggest in Solar’s long history. You’ll
see in the coming pages that we’ve turned our expertise
to the SP Range, with luggage, bivvies, bechchair, sleep
systems and much more. The Originals see the baits that
put Solar ‘on the map’ available once again; alongside the
new Titanium Indicator Heads, P1 Sod Pod and additional
stainless items. We’ve been busy! All of this while still
maintaining our core, UK-based stainless production.
“There are huge things ahead, and we invite you to
join us and be part of it.”
Martin Locke
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Solar SP Range
Tackle Chairs & Bedchairs

As with all things Solar, we try to improve our
products. But, when it came to these baits, quite
simply, we couldn’t! So, the Originals return.
Produced from exactly the same original recipes
that created all those pages in history.
We use only the finest ingredients and feed-stimulating
enhancers for all our mixes, delivering the optimum
nutritional profile required to trigger the carps’ feeding
response and for their specific dietary requirements.
This ensures both instant attraction and long-lasting
success whatever the conditions or time of year.
Proven by the successes and incredible catches
throughout the history of the Originals in over
30 years of Solar Bait.

At Solar we are constantly striving to improve our range of products, including our baits. But these legendary carp catchers quite simply COULDN’T be
improved, so we’ve reverted to our exact ‘original’ recipes; re-sourcing and re-employing original ingredients, to give your Solar Originals.
Loved by anglers and Carp alike, Originals are baits that reputations are made on and countless records and PB’S are caught on...
The Icononic ‘Sally’, pride of the Colne Valley.
An early victim of the Original Savay Seed
Mix, which forms a fundamental part in our
new Originals Range.
We’ve steadfastly refused to lose her from
our logo over all these years, despite literally
thousands of bigger carp falling to our rods.
Sometimes, Originals really can’t be beaten!

Developed on our legendary Savay Seed
Mix base, Top Banana is one of our best
selling baits since its development in 1997.
A combination of select seed blends,
Haith’s Robin Red, appetite stimulators and
enhancers benefiting from the original
‘Banoffee’ flavour of our Mixmaster Pear Of
Bananas concentrate and Creamy Toffee
additive. The Top Banana leaves you, and
the carp, wanting more. The ‘open’ structure
of this bait helps to increase the release of
attractors and feed stimulants, making it a
fantastic ‘instant’ bait, with the carefully
balanced nutritional profile ensuring it has
long-term effectiveness as well. Carefully
developed for year-round use.

Candy Floss

Club Mix

Quench

The newest of our ‘Originals’ range, the
Candy Floss benefits from our legendary
Savay Seed Mix base, with a blend of
sweeteners and enhancers complementing
the combination of carefully selected seed
blends, Haith’s Robin Red and appetite
stimulators. The result is a year-round bait
with a sweet aroma that simply oozes
attraction. Proven over time in some of the
toughest conditions on tricky venues, our
Candy Floss is a bait that gets results on
any venue at any time of the year.
Benefiting from the finest ingredients and
carefully designed nutritional profile, this
bait gives you instant attraction and
long-term effectiveness.

Arguably the most successful big fish bait in
the World. Originally developed in 1994, and
with an unrivalled track record of success,
Club Mix is THE carp bait for the serious
angler. Time honoured for both success and
longevity, Club Mix is carefully blended from
the finest, LT, pre-digested fishmeals, milk
proteins, Haith’s Robin Red and enhancers.
The finished Club Mix boilies are coupled
with liquid feed stimulants and amino
compounds to produce the ultimate
nutritional profile, including our legendary
Mixmaster Japanese Squid & Octopus Koi
Rearer liquid, there really is no finer carp bait.
The results and confidence anglers have
when using this bait are phenomenal.

A ‘legend’ in its own right; a collaboration
from the top anglers of the time in the
historic, heyday of Savay Lake. Quench is
based on our renowned Savay Seed Mix.
A combination of carefully selected seed
blends, Haith’s Robin Red and
appetite stimulators, Quench is a
fruit-blend bait perfectly suited to any
venue at any time of the year. The ‘open’
structure of this bait helps to increase the
release of attractors and feed stimulants,
making it a fantastic ‘instant’ bait, with
the carefully balanced nutritional profile
ensuring it has long-term effectiveness as
well. Quench is proven beyond any doubt
by the ultimate test… time.

Red Herring
A careful blend of the finest, LT,
pre-digested fishmeals coupled with
enhancers, amino compounds and
Mixmaster Smoked Salmon concentrate in
the finished Red Herring boilies. The result
is a smooth-textured bait that packs a real
punch delivering instant success, and it
gets more and more effective the longer it
is introduced. That is why Red Herring is
the first choice for some of the World’s best
carp anglers when targeting some of the
World’s toughest waters and biggest carp.
Originally developed in the mid 1990s, Red
Herring success and effectiveness has
proved the test of time… at least twice
over!

Back to the Future!
All Solar Originals are available as 1 & 5kg Frozen or Shelf Life Boilies in 15 or 18mm sizes.
Plus, for your own bait making, the original Base Mixes are available in 1 & 5kg packs.
Plus, of course, The original Solar MixMasters are still available.
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Solar
Bait

• A careful blend of the finest, LT, pre-digested fishmeals coupled with enhancers, amino compounds
and Mixmaster Smoked Salmon concentrate
• A smooth-textured bait that packs a real punch
delivering instant success
• More effective the longer it is introduced
• The first choice for
some of the World’s
best carp anglers
when targeting
some of the World’s
toughest waters

Red Herring Originals Range
Frozen Boilies 1kg
Red Herring 15mm X 1kg
Red Herring 20mm X 1kg

€14.99 RRP
€14.99 RRP

Frozen Boilies 5kg
RMRH45 Red Herring 15mm X 5kg
RMRH85 Red Herring 20mm X 5kg

€62.48 RRP
€62.48 RRP

Shelf-life Boilies 1kg
SRH41
Red Herring 15mm X 1kg
SRH81
Red Herring 20mm X 1kg

€14.99 RRP
€14.99 RRP

Shelf-life Boilies 5kg
SRH45
Red Herring 15mm X 5kg
SRH85
Red Herring 20mm X 5kg

€62.48 RRP
€62.48 RRP

RMRH4
RMRH8

Pop-Ups (Includes Free Dip/Soak)
RPOP11 Red Herring 11mm
RPOP4
Red Herring 14mm
Base Mix 1kg & 5kg
CFRH1
Red Herring 1kg
CFRH5
Red Herring 5kg

€8.73 RRP
€8.73 RRP
€13.75 RRP
€57.49 RRP

Mega Big Shot - Bait Dip, Soak, Splash & Additive
MBSRH Red Herring 1.1litre Bottle
€12.49 RRP
Up & Down Mix
(Floating & Sinking Groundbait) (Includes Free Dip/soak)
UDRH1
Red Herring Up & Down Mix 1kg
€13.74 RRP
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• Savay Seed Mix base, with a blend of sweeteners and
enhancers
• Carefully selected seed blends, Haith’s Robin Red
and appetite stimulators
• Gets results on any venue at any time of the year
• Benefiting from
the finest ingredients and
carefully
designed
nutritional profile,
this bait gives you
instant attraction
and long-term
effectiveness

Candy Floss Originals Range
Frozen Boilies 1kg
Candy Floss 15mm X 1kg
Candy Floss 20mm X 1kg

€13.75 RRP
€13.75 RRP

Frozen Boilies 5kg
RMCF45 Candy Floss 15mm X 5kg
RMCF85 Candy Floss 20mm X 5kg

€56.23 RRP
€56.23 RRP

Shelf-life Boilies 1kg
SCF41
Candy Floss 15mm X 1kg
SCF81
Candy Floss 20mm X 1kg

€13.75 RRP
€13.75 RRP

Shelf-life Boilies 5kg
SCF45
Candy Floss 15mm X 5kg
SCF85
Candy Floss 20mm X 5kg

€56.23 RRP
€56.23 RRP

RMCF4
RMCF8

Pop-Ups (Includes Free Dip/soak)
CFPOP11 Candy Floss 11mm
CFPOP4 Candy Floss 14mm
Base Mix 1kg & 5kg
CFCF1
Candy Floss 1kg
CFCF5
Candy Floss 5kg

€8.73 RRP
€8.73 RRP
€12.49 RRP
€50.00 RRP

Mega Big Shot - Bait Dip, Soak, Splash & Additive
MBSCF
Candy Floss 1.1litre Bottle
€12.49 RRP
Up & Down Mix
(Floating & Sinking Groundbait) (Includes Free Dip/soak)
UDCF1
Candy Floss Up & Down Mix 1kg
€13.74 RRP
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Solar
Bait

• Arguably the most successful big fish bait in the
world
• Club Mix is carefully blended from the finest, LT,
pre-digested fishmeals, milk proteins, Haith’s Robin
Red and enhancers with liquid feed stimulants and
amino compounds to produce the ultimate nutritional profile
• Including our
legendary
Mixmaster
Japanese Squid &
Octopus Koi Rearer
liquid

Club Mix (Squid & Octopus) Originals Range
Frozen Boilies 1kg
RMC4
RMC8

€14.99 RRP
€14.99 RRP

Club Mix 15mm X 1kg
Club Mix 20mm X 1kg

Frozen Boilies 5kg
RMC45
Club Mix 15mm X 5kg
RMC85
Club Mix 20mm X 5kg

€62.48 RRP
€62.48 RRP

Shelf-life Boilies 1kg
SC41
Club Mix 15mm X 1kg
SC81
Club Mix 20mm X 1kg

€14.99 RRP
€14.99 RRP

Shelf-life Boilies 5kg
SC45
Club Mix 15mm X 5kg
SC85
Club Mix 20mm x 5kg

€62.48 RRP
€62.48 RRP

Pop-ups (Includes Free Dip/soak)
CPOP11 Club Mix 11mm
CPOP4
Club Mix 14mm
Base Mix 1 & 5kg
CFC1
Club Mix 1kg
CFC5
Club Mix 5kg

€8.73 RRP
€8.73 RRP
€13.75 RRP
€57.49 RRP

Mega Big Shot - Bait Dip, Soak, Splash & Additive
MBSC
Club Mix 1.1litre Bottle
€12.49 RRP
Up & Down Mix
(Floating & Sinking Groundbait) (Includes Free Dip/soak)
UDC1
Club Mix 1kg
€13.74 RR

www.solartackle.co.uk
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• Developed on our legendary Savay Seed Mix base
• Benefiting from the original ‘Banoffee’ flavour of
our Mixmaster Pear Of Bananas concentrate and
Creamy Toffee additive
• A fantastic ‘instant’ bait, with the carefully
balanced nutritional profile ensuring it has longterm effectiveness as well
• Carefully developed
for year-round use

Top Banana (Caramel Toffee) Originals Range
Frozen Boilies 1kg
Top Banana 15mm X 1kg
Top Banana 20mm X 1kg

€13.75 RRP
€13.75 RRP

Frozen Boilies 5kg
RMTB45 Top Banana 15mm X 5kg
RMTB85 Top Banana 20mm X 5kg

€56.23 RRP
€56.23 RRP

RMTB4
RMTB8

Shelf-life Boilies 1kg
STB41
Top Banana 15mm X 1kg
STB81
Top Banana 20mm X 1kg
Shelf-life Boilies 5kg
STB45
Top Banana 15mm X 5kg
STB85
Top Banana 20mm X 5kg
Pop-ups (Includes Free Dip/soak)
TPOP11 Top Banana 11mm
TPOP4
Top Banana 14mm
Base Mix 1 & 5kg
CFTB1
Top Banana 1kg
CFTB5
Top Banana 5kg

€13.75 RRP
€13.75 RRP
€56.23 RRP
€56.23 RRP
€8.73 RRP
€8.73 RRP
€12.49 RRP
€50.00 RRP

Mega Big Shot - Bait Dip, Soak, Splash & Additive
MBSTB
Top Banana 1.1litre Bottle
€12.49 RRP
Up & Down Mix
(Floating & Sinking Groundbait) (Includes Free Dip/soak)
UDTB1
Top Banana 1kg
€13.74 RRP
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Solar
Bait

• A collaboration from the top anglers of the time in
the historic heyday of Savay Lake
• Based on our renowned Savay Seed Mix;
a combination of carefully selected seed blends,
Haith’s Robin Red and appetite stimulators
• Perfectly suited to any venue at any time of the year
• Quench is proven
beyond any doubt by
the ultimate test…
time.

Quench (Orange, Pineapple & Strawberry) Originals
Frozen Boilies 1kg
RMQ4
RMQ8

€13.75 RRP
€13.75 RRP

Quench 15mm X 1kg
Quench 20mm X 1kg

Frozen Boilies 5kg
RMQ45 Quench 15mm X 5kg
RMQ85 Quench 20mm X 5kg

€56.23 RRP
€56.23 RRP

Shelf-life Boilies 1kg
SQ41
Quench 15mm X 1kg
SQ81
Quench 20mm X 1kg

€13.75 RRP
€13.75 RRP

Shelf-life Boilies 5kg
SQ45
Quench 15mm X 5kg
SQ85
Quench 20mm X 5kg

€56.23 RRP
€56.23 RRP

Pop-ups (Includes Free Dip/soak)
QPOP11 Quench 11mm
QPOP4
Quench 14mm
Base Mix 1 & 5kg
CFQ1
Quench 1kg
CFQ5
Quench 5kg

€8.73 RRP
€8.73 RRP
€12.49 RRP
€50.00 RRP

Mega Big Shot - Bait Dip, Soak, Splash & Additive
MBSQ
Quench 1.1litre
€12.49 RRP
Up & Down Mix
(Floating & Sinking Groundbait) (Includes Free Dip/soak)
UDQ1
Quench 1kg
€13.74 RRP
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Pop-Ups
Perfect Pop-Ups
PPOP11
PPOP4
DPOP11
DPOP4
JPOP11
JPOP4
WPOP11
WPOP4

(Includes Free Pot-Shot)

Pop-Ups 11mm Pineapple
Pop-Ups 14mm Pineapple
Pop-Ups 11mm Dairy Cream
Pop-Ups 14mm Dairy Cream
Pop-Ups 11mm Jacko Pops
Pop-Ups 14mm Jacko Pops
Pop-Ups 11mm Secret
Pop-Ups 14mm Secret

€8.73 RRP
€8.73 RRP
€8.73 RRP
€8.73 RRP
€8.73 RRP
€8.73 RRP
€8.73 RRP
€8.73 RRP

Pineapple Up & Down Mix
(Floating & Sinking Groundbait) (Includes Free Dip/soak)
UDP1
Pineapple 1Kg
€13.74 RRP
Squid & Octopus Up & Down Mix
(Floating & Sinking Groundbait) (Includes Free Dip/soak)
UDS1
Squid & Octopus 1Kg
€13.74 RRP
4th Rod Special Exclusive Pop-ups
(Includes Free Pot Shot)
N/A
Small Production Runs of Exclusive Pop-ups

€8.73 RRP
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Solar MixMaster
Bait Liquid Additives

Mixmasters
Mixmaster Liquid Addititves
ML01
ML03
ML04
ML06
ML09
ML10
ML12
ML15
MLWS
MLQ
MLSS

Ester Strawberry 100ml
Ester Cream 100ml
Pears Of Bananas 100ml
Squid & Octopus 100ml Koi Rearer
Esterblend 12 100ml
Liquid Candy Sweetner 100ml
Stimulin Amino 100ml
Ester Pineapple 100ml
The Secret 100ml
Quench 100ml
Fresh Smoked Salmon 100ml

€13.73 RRP
€13.73 RRP
€13.73 RRP
€24.98 RRP
€13.73 RRP
€13.73 RRP
€13.73 RRP
€13.73 RRP
€13.73 RRP
€13.73 RRP
€21.25 RRP
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Liquid Gold Range
Marine 17
M17

Marine 17 Compound 1Litre

Hot Scottish Salmon Oil
CHSO
Chilli Salmon Oil
Mega
MBSSQ
MBSP
MBSDC

€12.49 RRP
€12.49 RRP

Big Shot - Bait Dip, Soak, Splash & Additive
Mega Big Shot Squid & Octopus
€12.49 RRP
Mega Big Shot Pineapple
€12.49 RRP
Mega Big Shot Dairy Cream
€12.49 RRP
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Top Gear...
Through over 30 years’ experience on the most
demanding venues on Earth, we know instinctively what
an angler demands from his kit. These demands have
been exceeded with Solar Performance (SP) Luggage
and Accessories.
Every fabric, every clip, every zip, every manufacturing
technique has been tested for performance and longevity
to deliver the most functional, rugged gear available to the
specialist angler... Solar Performance (SP) Range.
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Solar SP Range
Tackle Shelters

SP Bankmaster Quick-Up Shelter
Extremely versatile, ‘quick up’ shelter that provides a very spacious one-man bivvy, will
accommodate two bedchairs and makes a superb cook tent/social bivvy. Made from
SolarTex fabric with a mesh-vented, twin-skin roof to prevent condensation and featuring
our Easy-Loc leg system for incredibly quick set up and pack down, with a peak to
provide extra protection from the elements. Front and rear doors with multiple set up
configurations.
BV01

SP BANKMASTER QUICK-UP SHELTER

€312.48 RRP

www.solartackle.co.uk
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SP Bankmaster Twin Rib
Our twin-rib, pram hood bivvy made from SolarTex fabric. The high-sided design maximises
internal space while keeping the footprint relatively small. The hi-tensile aluminium frame
features our TRS (Tension Reduction System), making this one of the easiest pram-hood
bivvies to set up. A zip-out front panel allows you to turn this into an open-fronted shelter
and the door has multiple set-up configurations as well. The perfect home from home for
any carp angler on any venue.
BV02

SP BANKMASTER TWIN RIB

€318.74 RRP
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Solar SP Range
Tackle Chairs & Bedchairs

SP C-Tech Sleep System
The ultimate in bankside luxury and comfort. The SP Bedchair complete with Solar
5-season sleeping bag and waterproof, Rip-Stop bedchair cover to provide a complete
sleep system. Our Flagship bedchair with the highest quality materials throughout,
including the exclusive 3D DuraDore™, air-pocketed mattress, high-tensile, aluminium
frame, unique Spring-Loc leg-adjustment mechanism and twin-pivot hinge system. Also
available in a ‘wide’ version.
CHO1

€500.00 RRP

SP C-TECH SLEEP SYSTEM

SP C-Tech Sleep System - Wide
This is the big-boy version of the SP sleep system with an extra 15cm width. It comprises
the SP Wide Bedchair complete with Solar 5-season sleeping bag and waterproof,
Rip-Stop bedchair cover to provide a complete sleep system. Our Flagship bedchair
with the highest quality materials throughout, including the exclusive 3D DuraDore™,
air-pocketed mattress, high-tensile, aluminium frame, unique Spring-Loc leg-adjustment
mechanism and twin-pivot hinge system.
CH06

SP C-TECH SLEEP SYSTEM - WIDE

€562.48 RRP
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SP C-Tech Bedchair (includes detachable bag)
Our Flagship bedchair with the highest quality materials throughout, including the exclusive
3D DuraDore™, air-pocketed mattress, high-tensile, aluminium frame, unique Spring-Loc
leg-adjustment mechanism and twin-pivot hinge system. A true, flat sleeping position with
our unique ultimate lumber support system eliminates sagging, providing the ultimate in
luxury and comfort. Also available in a ‘wide’ version.
CH02

SP C-TECH BEDCHAIR

€374.99 RRP

SP C-Tech Bedchair - Wide (includes detachable bag)
The big-boy version of our Flagship bedchair with the highest quality materials throughout,
including the exclusive 3D DuraDore™, air-pocketed mattress, high-tensile, aluminium
frame, unique Spring-Loc leg-adjustment mechanism and twin-pivot hinge system. A true,
flat sleeping position with our unique ultimate lumber support system eliminates sagging,
providing the ultimate in luxury and comfort. Provides an extra 15cm width over the
‘standard’ version.
CH07

SP C-TECH BEDCHAIR - WIDE

€412.49 RRP

Solar Bedchair
A high-spec bedchair with a 2D mattress designed for comfort and warmth. This bedchair
benefits from an aluminium frame, unique Spring-Loc leg-adjustment mechanism and
twin-pivot hinge system. A true, flat sleeping position with our unique ultimate lumber
support system eliminates sagging, providing luxuary and comfort.
CH08

SOLAR BEDCHAIR

€237.49 RRP
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Solar SP Range
Tackle Chairs & Bedchairs

SP C-Tech Recliner Chair - High
Luxury recliner chair featuring our exclusive, 3D DuraDore™ mattress, a luxurious,
hard-wearing material that is air pocketed for comfort and is extremely lightweight.
The high-tensile aluminium frame features our Spring-Loc leg adjustment system and has
three recline settings. Complete with a free, removable accessory bag, which is compatible
with all Solar chairs and bedchairs. Seat height before leg adjustment is 48cm from
the ground.
CHO3

SP C-TECH RECLINER CHAIR - HIGH

€162.50 RRP

SP C-Tech Recliner Chair - Low
Luxury recliner chair featuring our exclusive, 3D DuraDore™ mattress, a luxurious,
hard-wearing material that is air pocketed for comfort and is extremely lightweight. The
high-tensile aluminium frame features our Spring-Loc leg adjustment system and has three
recline settings. Complete with a free, removable accessory bag, which is compatible with
all Solar chairs and bedchairs. Seat height before leg adjustment is 36cm from
the ground.
CH04

SP C-TECH RECLINER CHAIR - LOW

€149.99 RRP
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Solar Guest Chair
Super functional, lightweight guest chair. Featuring 2D padded mattress with padded,
suede rim. The high-tensile aluminium frame not only keeps weight to a minimum but
features our Spring-Loc leg adjustment system. Features a fixed-angle back and Velcro
webbing straps so that the chair and legs cannot unfold during transit or while carrying.
Compatible with our ‘Accessory Pouch/Man Bag’, but not supplied with one.
CH05

SOLAR GUEST CHAIR

€99.99 RRP

For the Sharper Carper
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Solar SP Range
Tackle Barrows

SP All-Terrain Barrow with puncture-proof wheel
The ultimate carp-gear transporter with a unique, aluminium frame design that allows both
one-wheel and two-wheel configurations. The welded frame features folding side bars with
adjustable width and folding rod-support bar with adjustable height, but the handle height
can also be adjusted, allowing this barrow to be perfectly suited to any angler and any
amount of gear. Supplied with a puncture-proof wheel and a large, drop-in storage bag.
BR01

SP ALL-TERRAIN BARROW WITH PUNCTUREPROOF WHEEL

€250.00 RRP

SP All-Terrain Barrow with 2 puncture-proof wheels
The ultimate carp-gear transporter with double wheels and a unique, aluminium frame
design that allows both one-wheel and two-wheel configurations. The welded frame
features folding side bars with adjustable width and folding rod-support bar with
adjustable height, but the handle height can also be adjusted, allowing this barrow to be
perfectly suited to any angler and any amount of gear. Supplied with two puncture-proof
wheels and a large, drop-in storage bag.		
BR03

SP ALL-TERRAIN BARROW WITH TWO PUNCTUREPROOF WHEELS

BR02

BARROW PUNCTURE-PROOF WHEEL AND FRAME

€306.23 RRP
€56.23 RRP
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SP C-Tech Sleeping Bag
Luxurious, 5-season sleeping bag with Rip-Stop nylon fabric outer and
polyester fabric inner for maximum comfort. The high-spec filling ensures a
warm night’s sleep and the high-quality, dual crash zips enable a speedy exit when
needed. Bedchair fastening points at the head, foot and centre of the sleeping bag
means that you can securely fasten this bag to any ‘standard width’ bedchair.
SB01

SP C-TECH SLEEPING BAG

€162.47 RRP

For the Sharper Carper
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Solar SP Range
Tackle Luggage/Bags

SP Barrow / Ruckbag
The ultimate storage system for every carp angler. Made from our ultra-hard-wearing,
PU-backed, waterproof material with a waterproof, EVA base and unique, fold-flat internal
organisers. A unique, removable shoulder strap system allows this bag to be converted from
a rucksack to a barrow bag, and back again, in seconds. Packed with top-spec features and
performance to match you will never need another rucksack, barrow bag or carryall.
LG01

SP BARROW / RUCKBAG

€124.99 RRP
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SP Hard Case Accessory Bags
Hard Cases are a family of four different size accessory bags which work perfectly with
each other and our SP Barrow/Ruck bag. Made from the same, ultra hard wearing,
PU-backed waterproof material as the rest of the SP luggage, and with wipe-clean, PVC
inner lining and double zips for easy access, the Hard Cases provide the perfect storage
solution for all of your smaller items.
€9.99 RRP

HC01

SP HARD CASE ACCESSRY BAG - TINY

HC02

SP HARD CASE ACCESSRY BAG - SMALL

€13.75 RRP

HC03

SP HARD CASE ACCESSRY BAG - MEDIUM

€17.48 RRP

HC04

SP HARD CASE ACCESSRY BAG - LARGE

€21.24 RRP

SP Accessory Bag
A zipped accessory bag made from the same, ultra hard wearing, PU-backed waterproof
material as the rest of the SP luggage range. Perfect storage for all manner of items
include PVA systems and tea-making kit.
LG08

SP ACCESSORY BAG

€18.74 RRP

SP Chair Side Pocket / Man Bag
(includes webbing straps)
A zipped accessory bag made from ultra hard wearing, PU-Backed waterproof material,
which attaches to any chair, bedchair or bivvy to keep all your ‘knick-knaks’ to hand.
Supplied with a pair of webbing straps, secure the straps around the frame of
your chair, bedchair, bivvy, or anywhere else that suits, and the bag attached and
detaches in seconds via the simple, metal-clip system.
LG09

SP CHAIR SIDE POCKET/MAN BAG

€21.26 RRP
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SP Cool Bag
The ideal cool bag for the short or weekend session. Fully insulated with high-density
foam and reflective liner and with a removable, easy-clean liner. A moulded, waterproof,
EVA base and ultra-hard wearing, PU-backed waterproof material and high-spec clips and
straps, as used on mountaineering equipment, ensure that the SP Cool Bag is built to last
and to perform to the highest standard. A larger, Session Cool Bag is also available.
LG03

SP COOL BAG

€56.23 RRP

SP Session Cool Bag
The ideal cool bag for longer sessions. Fully insulated with high-density foam and reflective
liner and with a removable, easy-clean liner. A moulded, waterproof, EVA base and ultrahard- wearing, PU-backed, waterproof material and high-spec clips and straps, as used
on mountaineering equipment, ensure that the SP Session Cool Bag is built to last and to
perform to the highest standard. This is the big brother to the smaller SP Cool Bag.
LG04

SP SESSION COOL BAG

€99.99 RRP
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SP 6-Rod Super Quiver
A high-spec quiver designed to accommodate up to 6 rods, a brolly and a landing net.
The easy-fit pockets and Velcro fastening/strap design allows naked rods, rods in sleeves
or a combination of both to be used. An alloy ‘spine’ prevents the quiver from collapsing,
making loading and unloading rods much easier. As with the whole SP luggage range, this
quiver benefits from ultra hard-wearing, PU-backed, waterproof material and a moulded,
EVA, waterproof base.
LG05

SP 6-ROD SUPER QUIVER

€50.00 RRP

SP 3+2 Rod Sleeve
The Number One choice for many anglers. Accommodating 3 made-up rods internally and
two externally, this is a 5-rod system. Padded dividers and padded sides provide complete
protection for your rods, and an external, zipped pocket will house your landing net or
banksticks. Made from ultra hard wearing, PU-backed, waterproof material and with clips
and padded straps as used on mountaineering equipment.
LG06

SP 3+2 ROD SLEEVE

€70.00 RRP

SP Single Rod Sleeve
Super-padded single-rod sleeve that will accommodate 50mm butt rings and big-pit
reels, providing perfect protection for your rods and reels. The perfect companion for our
SP Super Quiver, like the entire SP luggage range this item benefits from the ultra-hardwearing, PU-backed waterproof material.
LG07

SP SINGLE ROD SLEEVE

€31.23 RRP
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SP Air-Dry Bag
Able to hold up to 10kg of boilies this air-dry bag benefits from durable, rubberised mesh,
extra-strength seams and strong carry handles. It’s supplied with a zipped, waterproof
‘wrap’ to cover the air-dry bag once the baits are dry enough, to prevent over drying, and
for transport and sorting of the baits without the need to transfer your baits to another bag
or container. Both the air-dry bag and wrap feature double zips for easy access.
AC01

SP AIR-DRY BAG

€18.72 RRP

SP Luxury Bivvy Mat
Luxury bivvy mat or no-splash-back rod mat with a quality, astro-turf covering, adding
that touch of luxury to your home-from-home. The waterproof mat has metal-eyed
pegging points on each corner and comes supplied in a roll-up storage bag
complete with 4 short pegs.
AC02

SP LUXURY BIVVY MAT

€25.00 RRP

SP Scales Pouch
Padded, zipped storage pouch for your weigh scales, made from the same ultra hard
wearing, PU-backed, waterproof material as the entire SP luggage range. This pouch also
benefits from zipped top access and a zipped, rubberised-mesh front pocket.
AC03

SP SCALES POUCH

€16.25 RRP

SP Rod Wraps
A pair of neoprene-backed, Velcro rod wraps. Each pair has one wide wrap, for your rod
butts, and a thinner wrap for the rod tips. Black, with a rubberised Solar logo.
AC04

SP ROD WRAPS

€6.23 RRP
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SP Inflatable
Unhooking Mat

Carp safety at its finest. Unlike other inflatable mats, this one features a self-inflating mattress
with a separate, inflatable-walled outer. Coupled with the high, tubular inflatable walls, this
produces the safest place for your catch on the bank. Made out of hard-wearing material
with extra-strong, padded handles the SP mat also benefits from a full-size cover with Velcro
fasteners. Supplied with a pump and storage bag, it’s quick and easy to inflate/deflate.
UM01

SP INFLATABLE UNHOOKING MAT

€174.98 RRP

SP Rapid Unhooking Mat
Compact, padded unhooking mat with sides to keep your catch safe. Can be set up and
collapsed in seconds. It boasts a lightweight, durable frame and is fitted with a top cover
that doubles as a kneeling mat. Metal-eyed pegging points on either end enable you to
secure this mat in place in your swim. Supplied with a zipped storage/carry bag.
UM02

SP RAPID UNHOOKING MAT

€86.24 RRP

SP Weigh / Retainer Sling
Capable of housing even the largest of carp, our Retainer/Weigh Sling features full-length
floatation with reflective strips. Better still, it boasts our incredible, reflective cord, which
lights up like a string of Christmas LEDs in any torch beam. This is neatly housed in a
separate, zipped pouch on the front of the sling, safely out of the way until needed. Made
from ultra-strong, fish-friendly material with ‘quick-drain’ mesh sections in the bottom.
UM03

SP WEIGH/RETAINER SLING

€43.74 RRP

UM04

SP WEIGHT/RETAINER SLING - LARGE (1.3m)

€49.99 RRP
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Welcome to next generation bankware, Solar Tackle’s
precision-engineered P1 range. CAD designed to the
highest specifications and precision engineered in Solar
Tackle’s UK headquarters, this comprehensive new range
of ‘hardware’ is already acclaimed as the ‘finest in it’s
category’ and the absolute best that money can buy.
In keeping with Solar being credited as the original
Stainless brand, we have ‘reset the bar’ yet again. Every
item has then been meticulously hand crafted to the
same exacting standards that anglers have come to
expect from Solar, a brand that’s spent over 30 years at
the forefront of carp tackle... Heritage that precious few
can boast.
Many of the P1 products boast ‘World First’ design
features, benefitting from unique and clever ideas that
have never been seen before in the fishing world.
1K carbon detailing runs throughout the range to give a
unique look to the product range. Couple this with Solar’s
unique, 5-spoke, diamond-knurled, super grip collars, the
P1 range is unmistakable and unquestionably desirable.
Solar’s original, Pozi-Loc™ alignment feature has been
incorporated into all of the P1 buzz bars; and our original
Taper-Loc™ feature on the buzzer bars has been further
refined, ensuring faultless, secure aligned adjustment and
a streamlined finish throughout the range.
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Solar P1 Stainless
Tackle Pods & Accessories

P1 Sod Pod (includes a pair of fixed 2 rod buzzer bars)
This is the P1 version of the much-loved Solar Sod Pod. Versatile, compact and built for a
lifetime of service the Sod Pod is a favourite among many hardened anglers.
Each leg is individually adjustable via a micro-adjust, ratchet system, and each leg is also
adjustable in length so that this pod can easily be leveled on uneven ground and set at
a range of heights and angles. The main bar is adjustable in length too for further set-up
customisation.
The uprights (one long and one short) both feature Solar’s unique drop-in buzz bar
attachment, which completely eliminates twist and makes this a rock-solid pod set up.
They are also compatible with both 2-rod and 3-rod buzz bars and fit with both fixed and
adjustable buzz bars too.
Sporting the same unique ‘5 Spoke, Diamond Grip Adjustment’ collars as the rest of the
P1 range as well as subtle carbon detailing, the P1 Sod Pod, like the rest of the range, is
precision engineered in the UK.
Supplied with a pair of P1, fixed, stainless 2-rod buzz bars and a padded, zipped bag.
P1SOD

P1 SOD POD

€312.48 RRP
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P1 Worldwide Pod
P1 Worldwide Pod comes complete with a holdall and 2 x ‘standard’ size uprights (Buzzer
Bars not included). The Worldwide Pod is the market-leading rod pod, and we’ve now
upgraded it for the P1 range.
Sporting the same unique ‘5-Spoke, Diamond Grip Adjustment’ collars as the rest of the
P1 range as well as subtle carbon detailing, the P1 Worldwide Pod also boasts all of the
carefully engineered features that has made this pod one of the most sought after ever
made. The micro-adjustable, ratchet system allows each leg to be individually adjusted as
well as the main bar and goal-post style uprights deliver ultimate rigidity.
It’s compatible with a comprehensive range of extras for customizing. In fact, the P1
Worldwide pod can be tailored to suit any venue in any country and any situation; it really
is that versatile. With it’s compact design the Worldwide pod packs down into a small,
padded carry case for easy transportation and storage.
Each pod comprises two upright bridge sections, 4 x 9” legs and a centre bar. Supplied in
a compact, padded storage/carry bag and precision engineered in England just like all of
the Solar Stainless. Compact design.
P1WWP

P1 WORLDWIDE POD

€374.99 RRP

P1 Worldwide Pod - Low Profile
As above but with one Long and one Short Upright (see right).
P1WWPSUC P1 WORLDWIDE POD - LOW PROFILE

€374.99 RRP
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Solar P1 Stainless
Tackle Pods & Accessories

P1 Euro Worldwide Pod
P1 Euro Worldwide Pod Complete With Bag (Buzzer Bars not included) The Worldwide Pod
is the market-leading rod pod, and we’ve now uprated it for the P1 range, which includes
the ‘Big Boy Version’ in this, the P1 Euro Worldwide Pod. Identical to the P1 Worldwide Pod
in every way, the only differences over the smaller model is that this Euro version comes
with a longer, adjustable main bar (1m to 2m) and two long, adjustable front legs (1m to
1.33m). Better still, the long, front legs feature our unique ‘snooker cue’ extension, which
mean that they can be shortened to 52cm, giving you a complete, versatile system. This
allows you to fish with a solid, versatile pod with your rod tips set high, so ideal for
many big waters on the Continent and for river fishing.
Sporting the same unique ‘5-Spoke, Diamond Grip Adjustment’ collars as the
rest of the P1 range as well as subtle carbon detailing, the P1 Euro Worldwide
Pod also boasts all of the carefully engineered features that has made this
pod one of the most sought after ever made. The micro-adjustable, ratchet
system allows each leg to be individually adjusted and goal-post style
uprights deliver ultimate rigidity and the Euro’s compatible with a
comprehensive range of extras for customizing. In fact, the P1 Euro
Worldwide Pod can be tailored to suit any venue in any country and
any situation; it really is that versatile.
With it’s compact design the Euro Worlwide Pod packs down
into a small, padded carry case for easy transportation/
storage. Each P1 Euro Worldwide Pod comprises two upright
bridge section, 2 x 12” legs, 2 x long, adjustable legs
(52cm to 1.33m), 1 x long adjustable main bar
(1m to 2m).
Once you have a Worldwide pod you will never
need, or want, another pod for the rest of your
angling days. Includes holdall.
P1EWWP

P1 EURO WORLDWIDE POD

€499.97 RRP
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P1 Worldwide Global Conversion Kit
This kit enables you to adapt your P1 Worldwide Pod in under one minute, extending the
main bar size and increasing the length of the two front legs. Each Kit comprises: 1 x
adjustable main bar (1m to 2m); 2 x 18in legs; 2 x 18in leg extensions and sectioned
storage bag.
To adapt your standard size Worldwide Pod using this kit all you need do is remove the
main bar and two front legs, replace the ‘standard’ versions with these larger ones and
you’re ready for action. The adjustable front legs can be used at 18in and extended to
around 36in and you can then attach the 18in leg extension if you need to get the rods
even higher. You can get the rods almost vertical with this kit. The kit comes supplied in
a durable storage pouch, with separate sections for each item and everything is built to
last a lifetime. Designed for use with the Worldwide Pod. Compatible with all versions of
the Worldwide Pod (current P1 and older version). The long, front legs can double up as
extremely long banksticks or storm poles.
P1WWGC P1 GLOBAL CONVERSION KIT

€189.99 RRP

P1 Stubby Pod Legs
These ultra-short, Stubby Legs are 3in (7.6cm) long and fit straight onto any Worldwide
Pod in place of the ‘standard’ legs. Precision engineered in the UK, these are perfect for
reducing the height of a Worldwide Pod when set up on concrete, wooden or other hard
banksides or platforms. Alternatively, attach a pair to the back of a Worldwide Pod to
increase the angle at which the pod/your rods can be set. Two legs per pack. These legs
are non-adjustable. Compatible with all Solar Worldwide Pods.
P1SL

P1 STUBBY POD LEGS

€24.99 RRP
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Solar P1 Stainless
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P1 Worldwide Short Upright
‘Pimp up’ your Worldwide Pod with this short upright section. Precision engineered in
the UK, this item is designed to be used in place of a ‘standard’ Worldwide Pod
end section and features shorter upright posts of just 3.25” (8.25cm). This is
the same short upright that comes as standard with the P1 Worldwide Pod – Low
Profile version. You can replace the front pod end section with one of these to neatly angle
your rod tips toward the water, or use it on the back section to have the rod tips slightly
raised. Alternatively, you can replace both ends with a Worldwide Pod Short Upright to
have your rods sitting lower to the ground and reduce the height of the Worldwide Pod
even further. This item can be used on the front and back of any Worldwide Pod and is
supplied without retail packaging due to this being a custom-made item that is made to
order. 3.25” (8.25cm) uprights. Sold without retail packaging. Features the P1 5-spoke,
diamond-knurled collars. Compatible with all versions of the Worldwide Pod (current P1
and older models).
P1WWPSU P1 SHORT UPRIGHT

€124.99 RRP

P1 Worldwide 6” Short Pod Legs
Adjustable, 6” P1 Worldwide Pod leg. Fits as a direct replacement for the ‘standard’ 9” or
12” pod legs allowing the P1 Worldwide Pod to be lowered. This item is the same as the 6”
Travel-Lite bankstick, and indeed all Solar banksticks can be used as Worldwide Pod legs.
Compatible with all Solar Worldwide Pods. These legs are adjustable via our unique TwistLoc system. Adjusts from 6” to 9”.
P1TL6

P1 6-INCH SHORT POD LEGS

€25.99 RRP
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P1 Worldwide Global Conversion Legs
The long legs from our P1 Global Conversion Kit, that can be used as long banksticks,
storm poles and legs for a Worldwide Pod. Each pair comprises two 18” adjustable legs
and two 18” leg extensions, giving you a wide range of lengths/options. The adjustable
front legs can be used at 18” and extended to around 36” and you can then attach the
18” leg extension if you need to get the rods even higher. You can get the rods almost
vertical with this kit. The legs comes supplied in a durable, storage pouch, with separate
sections for each item and everything is built to last a lifetime. Sold as a pair. Compatible
with both the P1 Worldwide Pod and older models. Adjustable length (18” to 54”).
P1WWPLGS P1 GLOBAL CONVERSION LEGS

€87.49 RRP

P1 Worldwide Main Bar only
A replacement main bar for the P1 Worldwide pod or P1 Worldwide Pod – Low Profile
Version. Comes complete with bag. Compatible with both the P1 Worldwide Pod and older
models. Adjustable length.
P1WWPMB P1 MAIN BAR ONLY

€62.99 RRP

P1 Worldwide Global Conversion Main Bar
The main bar from our Global Conversion kit. Adjustable length from 1m to 2m and is
compatible with any Worldwide Pod. Featuring our 5-Spoke, Diamond-Knurled Collar
and thumbscrews and made from the highest quality Stainless components. The main
bar comes supplied in a durable storage pouch, with separate sections and everything
is built to last a lifetime. Compatible with both the P1 Worldwide Pod and older models.
Adjustable length (1m to 2m).
P1WWPMBG P1 GLOBAL CONVERSION MAIN BAR

€99.99 RRP
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P1 2-Rod Buzzer Bars
Adjustable width buzz bars in a 2-rod version featuring our Taper-Loc screwless adjustment
system for smooth, reliable and precise adjustment. As with all of the P1 range, these buzz
bars boast the new ‘5 Spoke, Diamond Grip Adjustment’ collars throughout and feature
our original Pozi-Loc ™, perfect-alignment system, which enables perfect alignment of any
buzzer or back rest. Designed with a 3/8 BSF thread to fit all banksticks, there are 2 sizes
of 2-rod buzz bars available (see below or select in the drop-down above). The extensions
feature a flat profile on the underside, so that they cannot twist when the buzz bar is
extended and as with all of the P1 Stainless range, it’s precision engineered in the UK
using the highest quality Stainless components.
NOT compatible with the Worldwide Pod or Euro Worldwide Pod 6.5” to 11” (175mm to
285mm).
P1BB2B

P1 2 ROD BACK BUZZER BAR - 6.5” to 11” (175mm to 285mm)

€56.81 RRP

P1BB2F

P1 2 ROD FRONT BUZZER BAR - 8” to 12.5” (200mm to 315mm)

€56.81 RRP

Worldwide Pod Bar
The same as our best selling 3-rod buzz bars, but without the central screw fitting as the
Worldwide Pod uses our Goalpost Adaptors to locate the buzzer bar into. They feature
our Taper-Loc screwless adjustment system for smooth, reliable and precise adjustment.
These buzz bars boast the new ‘5-Spoke, Diamond Grip Adjustment’ collars and feature
our original Pozi-Loc™, perfect-alignment system, which enables perfect alignment of
any buzzer or back rest. The extensions feature a flat underside, so that they cannot
twist. Precision engineered in the UK using the highest quality Stainless components.
Compatible with the Worldwide Pod and Euro Worldwide Pod.
P1BB2W

WORLD WIDE POD BAR - 9.5” to 15” (240mm to 375mm)

€56.81 RRP
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P1 3-Rod Buzzer Bars
These adjustable width, 3-rod buzz bars are our best selling buzz bar range. They feature
our Taper-Loc screwless adjustment system for smooth, reliable and precise adjustment.
These buzz bars boast the new ‘5-Spoke, Diamond Grip Adjustment’ collars and feature
our original Pozi-Loc™, perfect-alignment system, which enables perfect alignment of any
buzzer or back rest. Designed with a 3/8 BSF thread to fit all banksticks, there are 3 sizes
of 3-rod buzz bars available. The extensions feature a flat underside, so that they cannot
twist. Compatible with all Solar Pods and P1 Banksticks. Precision engineered and CADdesigned and ‘Made in England’ from the highest quality Stainless Steel components.
P1BB3B

P1 3 ROD BACK BUZZER BAR - 9.5” to 15” (240mm to 380mm)

€62.48 RRP

P1BB3F

P1 3 ROD FRONT BUZZER BAR - 10.5” to 16” (265mm to 400mm)

€62.48 RRP

P1BB3X

P1 3 ROD WIDE BUZZER BAR - 11.8” to 17” (300mm to 435mm)

€62.48 RRP
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P1 2-Rod Fixed Buzzer Bars
2-rod, fixed Buzzer bars made from solid Stainless Steel bar. These feature the P1 5-Spoke
knurled collars and our original Pozi-Loc ™ perfect-alignment system. Compatible with
the P1 Sod Pod, all P1 Banksticks and P1 Sod Pod. Precision engineered in the UK. High
quality Stainless Steel. Features Solar’s Pozi-Loc adjustment collars.
P1BB245 P1 2-ROD FIXED BUZZER BARS - 4.5” APPROX

€22.48 RRP

P1BB250 P1 2-ROD FIXED BUZZER BARS - 5” APPROX

€22.48 RRP

P1BB255 P1 2-ROD FIXED BUZZER BARS - 5.5” APPROX

€22.48 RRP

P1BB260 P1 2-ROD FIXED BUZZER BARS - 6” APPROX

€22.48 RRP

P1BB270 P1 2-ROD FIXED BUZZER BARS - 7” APPROX

€22.48 RRP
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P1 3-Rod Fixed Buzzer Bars
3-rod, fixed Buzzer bars made from solid Stainless Steel bar. These feature the P1 5-Spoke
knurled collars and our original Pozi-Loc ™ perfect-alignment system, which enables
perfect alignment of any buzzer or back rest. Compatible with all Solar banksticks, P1 Sod
Pod and P1 Worlwide Pod.
P1BB310 P1 3-ROD FIXED BUZZER BARS - 10” APPROX

€31.23 RRP

P1BB311 P1 3-ROD FIXED BUZZER BARS - 11” APPROX

€31.23 RRP

P1BB312 P1 3-ROD FIXED BUZZER BARS - 12” APPROX

€31.23 RRP

P1BB313 P1 3-ROD FIXED BUZZER BARS - 13” APPROX

€31.23 RRP

P1 4-Rod Fixed Buzzer Bars
(including GoalPost Converters)
4-rod, fixed Buzzer bars made from solid Stainless Steel bar. Supplied complete with a
pair of P1 Goalpost Converters, so that these bar can be set-up goalpost-style for ultimate
stability. They feature the P1 5-Spoke knurled collars and our original Pozi-Loc™ perfectalignment system, which enables perfect alignment of any buzzer or back rest. Compatible
with all Solar banksticks and P1 Worlwide Pod.
P1BB419 P1 4-ROD FIXED BUZZER BARS - 19”
(INCLUDES PAIR OF GOAL POST CONVERTERS)

€62.48 RRP

P1BB422 P1 4-ROD FIXED BUZZER BARS - 22”
(INCLUDES PAIR OF GOAL POST CONVERTERS)

€62.48 RRP
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P1 Stage Stands
Precision-engineered in the UK, these top-of-the-range Stage Stands come as a complete
kit (and wouldn’t look out of place in the next James Bond film). Made from high-grade
Stainless Steel and featuring the P1 5-spoke knurling, both the front and back stage stand
insert features as machined flat, so that the insert cannot twist. Coupled with our drop-in
buzz bar attachment, which is compatible with all Solar buzz bars and most other buzz
bars, this gives a rock-solid, anti-twist stage stand set up. Supplied in a zipped, fabric
case there is also a P1 driver for screwing the wood screws (a pair of screws in 3 different
lengths are povided too) into whatever stage or platform you’re fishing from. The ultra-low
front stage stand allows a low-profile set up once your alarms are in place and, if needed,
all Solar banksticks fit into the larger, rear stage stand as well. Unique, anti-twist inserts
and anti-twist buzz bar attachment. Supplied with a Stainless torque tool and screw fitting,
3 pairs of wood screws of varying lengths. Supplied in a zipped, waterproof Solar case.
P1STS

€87.48 RRP

P1 STAGE STANDS

P1 Centre-Loc Adjustable Back Rest
The unique, P1 Center-Loc Adjustable Back Rest is the ultimate back rest. A world-first in
design, the width of the arms on this back rest can be adjusted to perfectly suit any rod
butt (from thin carbon blanks to full cork and Duplon handles) via an adjustment system
cleverly housed inside the central screw thread. Simply loosen the bolt inside the screw
thread using the supplied Allen key, set the back rest to the size you need and then lock
the arms in place by tightening the bolt. The result is a versatile, streamlined back rest that
will provide a lifetime of service. The Flexi-Grip arms are designed with a small amount of
inherent flex and feature rubberised grips for a secure grip on any rod butt. The precisionmachined, 5-Spoke Diamond-Grip body matches the rest of the P1 range and the 3/8”
BSF screw fitting means that these are universally compatible; they will fit with almost all
banksticks and buzz bars. Available in two sizes, standard and mini, and made in the UK
entirely from top quality Stainless Steel.
P1CUAS

P1 CENTRE-LOC - ADJUSTABLE BACK REST STANDARD

P1CUASM P1 CENTRE-LOC - ADJUSTABLE BACK REST MINI

€24.98 RRP
€24.98 RRP
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P1 Anti-Twist Bankstick
The first of its kind, the P1 Anti-Twist Bankstick range provides positive locking and cannot
twist thanks to a unique design. A machined surface on the inner sections together with
a unique D-loc component means that for the first time a streamlined bankstick can be
securely locked at the desired length without any slipping or twisting. Utilising our original
‘Ground Driver’ point, which has proved perfect for even the hardest of grounds, the
feature-packed P1 Anti-Twist banksticks not only boast ultimate performance, but have the
sleek, stylish looks to match with 1K carbon detailing. Perfect for a multitude of uses all of
the P1 Anti-Twist Banksticks are compatible with our Worldwide Pod and can be used as
pod legs for those who like to personalise their set-ups. Anti-Twist, D-Loc system prevents
any twist. Compatible with the Worldwide Pod for use as pod legs.
P1AT9

P1 ANTI-TWIST 9” BANKSTICK

€37.49 RRP

P1AT12

P1 ANTI-TWIST 12” BANKSTICK

€38.72 RRP

P1AT16

P1 ANTI-TWIST 16” BANKSTICK

€39.98 RRP

P1AT20

P1 ANTI-TWIST 20” BANKSTICK

€41.22 RRP
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P1 Travel-Lite Bankstick
The Travel Lite has become the ‘industry standard’ and the only choice for the many
anglers when it comes to ‘single stick’ set ups, being extremely lightweight and long
lasting. The new P1 Travel Lite Banksticks now incorporate our ‘5 Spoke, Diamond Grip
Adjustment collars and we have further improved the internal locking system, which was
already acclaimed as one of the best on the market. The streamlined design alleviates any
potential line snags that can occur with thumbscrew-type banksticks. We have retained our
original ‘Ground Driver’ point, which has proved perfect for even the hardest of grounds.
These features coupled with the 1K carbon detailing makes the P1 Travel Lites stand out
from the crowd, giving the looks and finish to match the top-end performance. Perfect for
a multitude of uses all of the P1 Travel Lite Banksticks are compatible with our Worldwide
Pod and can be used as pod legs for those who like to personalise their set-ups.
Streamlined locking collar for height adjustment. Compatible with the Worldwide Pod for
use as pod legs.
P1TL6

P1 TRAVEL-LITE 6” BANKSTICK

€26.24 RRP

P1TL9

P1 TRAVEL-LITE 9” BANKSTICK

€27.47 RRP

P1TL12

P1 TRAVEL-LITE 12” BANKSTICK

€28.73 RRP

P1TL16

P1 TRAVEL-LITE 16” BANKSTICK

€31.23 RRP

P1TL20

P1 TRAVEL-LITE 20” BANKSTICK

€32.47 RRP

P1 Bankstick Stabiliser
Stainless Steel bankstick stabiliser that’s precision engineered in the UK. Sporting the
P1 carbon collar, a 5-Spoke diamond knurling, this stabiliser is compatible with all Solar
banksticks, and many others. It can be secured at any height on the bankstick and the
height of the the solid Stainless Steel pin can also be adjusted so that this stabiliser can
be perfectly suited to each swim. Adjustable bankstick stabiliser. Compatible with all Solar
banksticks and most others as well.
P1S

P1 BANKSTICK STABILISER

€25.00 RRP
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P1 Dog Leg Stabiliser
The P1 Dog Leg Stabiliser is another uniquely designed product, revolutionising an item
that, until now, has been a rather unchanged, but necessary, item of tackle. The ‘Dog Leg’
provides multi-functional stabilizing, particularly when using a bankstick and buzzer bar
set up. It incorporates two foldable and lockable, independent pivot points. This allows the
P1 stabiliser to be used in an extended, outward position, or folded and sitting parallel to
the bankstick. It’s the most versatile stabiliser ever made, and gives the angler the ability
to tailor the set-up to each situation… and also make transportation far easier. A WorldFirst design. Two independent pivot points for ultimate versatility. Compatible with all Solar
banksticks, and most other banksticks as well. Precision engineered and CAD-designed.
‘Made in England’ from the highest quality Stainless Steel components.
P1DLS

P1 DOG LEG STABILISER

€62.48 RRP

Drop In Goalpost Converters
Stainless Steel converters that allow you to use any buzz bar as a goal-post set up.
Precision engineered in the UK, simply drop your buzz bar into the top of these converters,
tighten the thumbscrews and then attach your bankstick to turn any buzz bar into a
goalpost set up. The 3/4” BSF thread is compatible with most banksticks. Sold in pairs.
Compatible with all Solar banksticks and most others as well.
CUDI

DROP IN GOALPOST CONVERTERS

€18.74 RRP
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P1 Bow-Loc
Landing Net
Since it’s conception nearly
30 years ago, Solar Tackle’s
Bow-Loc landing nets have been
at the pinnacle of landing net
design. The Bow-Loc has evolved over
the years utilizing advancements in new
materials and engineering processes,
and this latest edition raises the bar yet
again. Part of Solar’s flagship P1 range, the
P1 Bow-Loc net is made from the highest-grade
materials, with full 3K woven carbon and Stainless
Steel fittings.
A one-touch, quick-release spreader block allows the
Bow-Loc net to be collapsed, and set up, in seconds.
Simply press the button on the spreader block, fold the arms
in and slide them off the block. Precision engineered in the UK,
the small, Stainless Steel spreader block is a work of art in itself.
The full-carbon handle is stiff and lightweight and boasts Solar’s
Twist-Loc adjustment mechanism, which allows quick and easy extension
of the handle from 4’ to 6’ 9”. By simply adjusting the handle length the P1
Bow-Loc can be adapted to suit the space and situation you’re in. The 42” net
arms are made from the same 3K woven carbon as the handle, finished with UK-made,
Stainless Steel fittings. The combination of these two materials throughout the entire P1
Bow-Loc means that it is rigid and strong, yet incredibly the complete net weighs less than
800g. A laser-etched, Stainless butt cap, Stainless trim rings, soft-touch and Japanese
shrink-wrap handle grips complete the net along with a soft-touch, quick-dry mesh with
double stitching for strength.
The P1 Bow-Loc net is not a cheap item, but get one in your hands and you know
instantly where every penny has gone. It is the ultimate landing net offering a lifetime of
performance, style and adaptability. Unique, one-touch collapsible spreader block. The
industry-leading landing net. Made from highest grade Stainless Steel and full, 3K woven
carbon. Complete weight of only 800g. Twist-Loc carbon handle that extends from 3’ to 6’
42” landing net with green mesh.
P1BL42

P1 BOW-LOC LANDING NET

€312.75 RRP
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Bow-Loc Replacement Mesh
Replacement landing net mesh to fit 42” landing nets. Made from top quality, green, fish
friendly mesh and with strong webbing at the top for the net arms. One mesh per pack.
Replacement landing net mesh 42”. Green, fish-friendly mesh. Compatible with all 42”
landing nets.
MESH42

BOW-LOC REPLACEMENT MESH 42”

€24.98 RRP

Bow-Loc Net Float
Ultra buoyant net float with a durable, olive green, nylon covering and neoprene ends.
Sporting the Solar Tackle label, this subtle net float is compatible with most landing net
handles thanks to the ‘stretchy’ neoprene ends. Simply remove your landing net block,
slide this net float onto the net handle and screw in the block again to secure in position.
Compatible with all landing net poles. Ultra buoyant, Nylon covering and neoprene ends.
BLF

BOW-LOC NET FLOAT

€13.75 RRP
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Bite indication has advanced a long way since
we revolutionised the indicator market 30 years
ago with our LiteFlo Bobbins. But you have to ask
why? From Sensorizers to Quiverlocs, thru Butt
Bangers and Fluoros, Solar have always lead the
way by conceptualising, designing and delivering
groundbreaking, incredibly efficient
bite indicators and accessories.
The much-vaunted Titanium
Range heralds the latest revolution
in indicator design, with the new
Titanium Heads, incorporating
P1 technology, delivering supreme
effectiveness, versatility and good looks
that will fit most indicator systems.
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Solar Titanium Indication
Tackle Titanium Indicator Arms

TITANIUM
INDICATOR
HEADS
AVAILABLE
SEPERATELY
SEE OPPOSITE
PAGE

Titanium Short Arm Only
(Indicator Head not included)
Compatible with all Solar heads indicator accessories. This 3.25” precision engineered,
UK-made indicator Arm is a totally new concept that covers ALL bite indication setups,
whatever the situation or style of fishing. Whether you’re fishing slack line, tight line,
progressive tension or standard swinging arm, Titaniums have got it covered.
The Titanium multi-functional arm includes an upper pivot point, which can be ‘locked’
using the diamond knurled collar in either a swinging arm or straight arm position. The
Titanium wire is aerospace grade metal that’s extremely high in flexibility and durability.
Solar’s unique ‘chain link’ double pivot increases the set up’s sensitivity and ensures that
the head always sits in the upright position.
TT17

TITANIUM SHORT ARM ONLY (HOCKEY STICK BUT NO HEAD OR CLIPS)

€28.73 RRP

Titanium Long Arm Only
(Indicator Head not included)
Compatible with all Solar heads indicator accessories. This 7” precision engineered,
UK-made indicator Arm is a totally new concept that covers ALL bite indication setups,
whatever the situation or style of fishing. Whether you’re fishing slack line, tight line,
progressive tension or standard swinging arm, Titaniums have got it covered.
The Titanium multi-functional arm includes an upper pivot point, which can be ‘locked’
using the diamond knurled collar in either a swinging arm or straight arm position. The
Titanium wire is aerospace grade metal that’s extremely high in flexibility and durability.
Solar’s unique ‘chain link’ double pivot increases the set up’s sensitivity and ensures that
the head always sits in the upright position.
TITANIUM
INDICATOR
HEADS
AVAILABLE
SEPERATELY
SEE OPPOSITE
PAGE

TT18

TITANIUM LONG ARM ONLY (HOCKEY STICK BUT NO HEAD OR CLIPS)

€28.73 RRP
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Titanium Indicator Heads
The new Titanium Indicator Heads represent the finest visual bite indicators ever produced.
Precision made from high grade Stainless Steel components, combined with the latest
injection moulding technology. The new Titanium Heads incorporate our ‘5 Spoke, Diamond
Grip Adjustment collars’ from our much-vaunted P1 Range.
The heads feature our new adjustable line clips that adjust by twisting the P1 Stainless collar
clockwise until the required tension is achieved, or turn anti-clockwise to reduce the tension.
Plus, they accept and protect an isotope for night fishing. Compatible with all Solar bite
indicator systems and all others fitted with a 2BA thread.
TH10 NEW - CARBON INDICATOR HEAD - LARGE					

€17.48 RRP

TH11 NEW - RED INDICATOR HEAD - LARGE						

€12.49 RRP

TH12 NEW - YELLOW INDICATOR HEAD - LARGE					

€12.49 RRP

TH13 NEW - GREEN INDICATOR HEAD - LARGE						

€12.49 RRP

TH14 NEW - BLUE INDICATOR HEAD - LARGE						

€12.49 RRP

TH15 NEW - WHITE INDICATOR HEAD - LARGE						

€12.49 RRP

TH16 NEW - NITE-GLO INDICATOR HEAD - LARGE					

€12.49 RRP

TH17 NEW - RED INDICATOR HEAD - SMALL						

€12.49 RRP

TH18 NEW - YELLOW INDICATOR HEAD - SMALL					

€12.49 RRP

TH19 NEW - GREEN INDICATOR HEAD -SMALL						

€12.49 RRP

TH20 NEW - BLUE INDICATOR HEAD - SMALL						

€12.49 RRP

TH21 NEW - WHITE INDICATOR HEAD -SMALL						

€12.49 RRP

TH22 NEW - NITE-GLO INDICATOR HEAD - SMALL					

€12.49 RRP
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Titanium Drop Back Weights
Compatible with all Solar indicator heads. Stainless Steel, add-on weights that allow you to
tailor the weight of your indicator head to any situation. These will fit all Solar indicator heads,
including the new Titanium Heads, as well as many other manufacturers indicator heads.
They simply screw into the base of your indicator head, and your indicator chain or arm then
screws into the base of the weight. Multiple weights can be used on one head to create the
perfect weight. The new Titanium Dorp Back Weights also incorporate our ‘5 Spoke, Diamond
Grip’ from our much-vaunted P1 Range.
DWL

30G DRAG WEIGHT X 2

€7.49 RRP

DWI

15G DRAG WEIGHTS X 2

€5.00 RRP

P1 Hockey Stick Stainless
Stainless Steel Hockey stick that is compatible with our Titanium indicator systems and
comes complete with a micro, Stainless Steel adaptor that allows this Hockey Stick to be
compatible with all Solar indicator chains, as well as most other indiactor systems.
P1TSS

P1 HOCKEY STICK STAINLESS

€13.73 RRP

P1 Hockey Stick Adaptor
Micro Stainless Steel adaptor that makes the P1 Hockey stick (supplied with our Titanium
indicator systems) compatible with all Solar chains and most other indicator systems too.
P1TA

P1 HOCKEY STICK ADAPTOR

€4.39 RRP
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Grip Clip (not compatible with Titanium Indicator Heads)
One clip per pack. Compatible with all Solar indicator heads. The best line clip on the
market and the easy way to improve your bite indication. The new iPRO Grip Clip is suited
to both tight-line and slack-line fishing and works perfectly with both mono and braid
main lines. Fixing to your line, a Grip Clip will improve the sensitivity of your bite indication,
enabling even the slightest line movement to be detected. They are designed not to
weaken or the grip to loosen with use, remaining as good as the day you buy them. These
clips fit all Solar indicator heads, and are compatible with many other indicator heads on
the market too.
GC1

GRIP CLIP

€6.23 RRP

Plastic Micro Adjustable Line Clips x 2
Two clips per pack. Compatible with all Solar indicator heads. The classic, Solar line clip
with adjustable tension via the small collar that sits just below the arms. Made from
plactic, this clip will fit all solar indicators, old and new, as well as indicator heads from
a wide variety of other manufacturers.
SR13

PLASTIC MICRO ADJ LINE CLIPS

€4.99 RRP

IPRO Isotope
One isotope per pack. Fits all Solar IPRO indicator heads (size 15mm x 3mm). Available
in 4 colours. The brightest isotopes available, the IPRO Isotopes glow for years on end
and exactly fit the IPRO Heads. Measuring 15mm x 3mm, they are available in red, green,
yellow and blue/purple.
IPB

BLUE/PURPLE IPRO ISOTOPE

€15.75 RRP

IPG

GREEN IPRO ISOTOPE

€15.75 RRP

IPR

RED IPRO ISOTOPE

€15.75 RRP

IPY

YELLOW IPRO ISOTOPE

€15.75 RRP
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Black Stainless Chain
One chain per pack. A high-grade, Stainless-Steel indicator chain with a black finish that
features a black, plastic fitting at either end. These fit all Solar indicator heads, including
the Titanium System, as well as being compatible with many other indicators.
BCK

BLACK STAINLESS CHAIN - PLASTIC ENDED 9”

€6.87 RRP

BCK12

BLACK STAINLESS CHAIN - PLASTIC ENDED 12”

€6.87 RRP

BCK5

BLACK STAINLESS CHAIN - STAINLESS ENDED 5”

€6.87 RRP

Stainless Indicator Chain
One chain per pack. A high-grade, Stainless-Steel indicator chain with a black finish that
features a black, plastic fitting at either end. These fit all Solar indicator heads, including
the Titanium System, as well as being compatible with many other indicators.
SCK

STAINLESS CHAIN STAINLESS ENDS 9”

€7.48 RRP

SCK12

STAINLESS CHAIN STAINLESS ENDS 12”

€7.48 RRP

SCK5

STAINLESS CHAIN STAINLESS ENDS 5”

€7.48 RRP

Stainless Ball Chain
One chain per pack. Compatible with all Solar indicator heads. A high-grade, Stainless
Steel ball chain with a Stainless-Steel fitting at either end. These fit all Solar indicator
heads, inclding the new IPRO heads for the Titanium system, as well as being compatible
with indicators from a range of other manufacturers.
SBC12

STAINLESS BALL CHAIN 12”

€7.48 RRP

SBC5

STAINLESS BALL CHAIN 5”

€7.48 RRP

SBC9

STAINLESS BALL CHAIN 9”

€7.48 RRP
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Line Biter Indicator
Our unique Line Biter is designed to be attached to your main line between the rod tip and
the water and will exaggerate any tiny indication, ensuring that you don’t miss a thing. You
don’t realise how much your alarms and indicators are missing until you use them. They
attach to the line via a clip, the same as a back lead does, they’re hi-viz with glow-in-the-dark
tape around the neck so you can keep an eye on what’s occuring even at night. And they
float, sitting upright in the water. Invaluable for giving you a visual indication of where your
lines are when returning to your swim in a boat, allowing you to easily see and avoid your
main lines and avoid any potential disasters. Adopted by big fish specialists worldwide.
LB1

LINE BITER INDICATOR

€9.99 RRP

Strongarm Line Clip
The best line clips on the market and in a range of 3 sizes to perfectly suit any rod blank.
These plastic clips simply push fit anywhere onto your rod and provide the perfect tension for
clipping your main line, which can be adjusted slightly depending on how far into the clip you
push your line. Simple, effective, reliable and hugely popular.
CU10

10mm LINE CLIP

€5.63 RRP

CU12

12mm LINE CLIP

€5.63 RRP

CU14

14mm LINE CLIP

€5.63 RRP

Mini ‘O’ Rings
Spare/replacement mini, rubber ‘O’ rings to fit all Solar indicators, both the Titanium system
and older systems. Also compatible with many other manufacturer’s indicator systems.
CUMO

MINI O RINGS (3 per pack)

€2.48 RRP

Rubber ‘O’ Rings
Spare/replacement rubber ‘O’ rings to fit over the thread of most bite alarms and back
rests to provide a secure fit to your bankstick or buzz bar.
CU04

RUBBER 0 RINGS (3 per pack)

€2.48 RRP
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While Solar’s Advanced Rig Gear is only a small range,
each item has been universally adopted as the ‘best
in class’.
Our hooks are relied upon to land the BIGGEST carp
that swim. Our Unleaded Leader Material is the standard
‘leadless’ leaders are judged against, having extracted the
biggest carp in the World form the snaggiest swims.
And our rig tools have been prevalent in most tackle boxes
since we put a hair-stop dispenser in the end of a
baiting needle.
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Solar Advanced Rig Gear
Tackle Hooks

Stronghold 101
The perfect, all-round hook for almost any presentation. Designed by Martin Locke as the
‘ultimate carp hook’, Stronghold 101s boast a razor-sharp, straight point, straight eye and
a wide gape for maximum hooking potential. Incredibly strong to cope with even the most
extreme of situations, 101s boast our revolutionary Mute Camo, which is both dull and ultra
durable. It makes the hooks all but disappear on most lake beds and enables each hook to
maintain its sharpness for longer. 10 hooks per packet. Barbed. Available in sizes 1 to 10.
1011

STRONGHOLD 101 SIZE 1 X 10

€7.49 RRP

1012

STRONGHOLD 101 SIZE 2 X 10

€7.49 RRP

1014

STRONGHOLD 101 SIZE 4 X 10

€7.49 RRP

1016

STRONGHOLD 101 SIZE 6 X 10

€7.49 RRP

1018

STRONGHOLD 101 SIZE 8 X 10

€7.49 RRP

10110

STRONGHOLD 101 SIZE 10 X 10

€7.49 RRP

Stronghold Longshank
With an extra-long shank-to-gape ratio the Stronghold Longshank Hooks have optimum
anti-eject properties, ideal for fooling tricky and pressured carp. The super-sharp, chemicallysharpened points and straight eye suit this hook to many presentations while the flat profile
reduces ‘skidding’ and they’re forged for extra strength. Like the Stronghold 101’s, these
hooks also benefit from the revolutionary dull and ultra durable Mute Camo finish, which
makes the hooks all but disappear on most lake bedsand enables each hook to maintain its
sharpness for longer. 10 hooks per packet. Barbed. Available in sizes 1 to 10.
LSC1

STRONGHOLD L/SHANK SIZE 1 X 10

€7.49 RRP

LSC2

STRONGHOLD L/SHANK SIZE 2 X 10

€7.49 RRP

LSC4

STRONGHOLD L/SHANK SIZE 4 X 10

€7.49 RRP

LSC6

STRONGHOLD L/SHANK SIZE 6 X 10

€7.49 RRP

LSC8

STRONGHOLD L/SHANK SIZE 8 X 10

€7.49 RRP

LSC10

STRONGHOLD L/SHANK SIZE 10 X 10

€7.49 RRP
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Unleaded Splicable Leader
Contour Unleaded is a unique, heavyweight braid that makes for the ultimate leader
material. It sinks like leadcore, but with the absence of the lead-wire inner. Contour
Unleaded is infinately more supple and is memory free, so hugs the contours of the
lakebed better than any other leader material, giving you the perfect presentation every
time. Lacking a wire core, and being incredibly supple, Contor unleaded will not kink like
leadcore can, making this a far safer material for rig construction. It’s also easy to splice,
making leader construction neat and easy every time, but you can safely tie knots in
Contor Unleaded too, with excellent knot strength with blood knots, palomar knots, grinner
knots, loop knots and many others. Contour Unleaded is also incredibly abrasion-resistant
and strong, making it the perfect material for any use, from open water fishing to severesnag fishing. It’s available in two colours to cover every situation, black and khaki, and
for those that like to be a little different, the khaki colour will ‘take on’ permanent marker,
allowing you to customise your leader to any situation. Make no mistake, this is one of the
the best materials in carp fishing.
U40

UNLEADED SPLICEABLE LEADER - SEDIMENT BLACK 40LB X 10M

€17.49 RRP

U40B

UNLEADED SPLICEABLE LEADER - KHAKI 40LB X 10M

€17.49 RRP

U80

UNLEADED SPLICEABLE LEADER - SEDIMENT BLACK 8Olb

€17.49 RRP

U80B

UNLEADED SPLICEABLE LEADER - KHAKI 80LB X 10M

€17.49 RRP

Unleaded Looped Leader
1m long, 40lb Contour Unleaded leaders with a spliced loop at either end, these are the
perfect leader for any presentation and every situation.
UL3

UNLEADED LOOPED LEADER 40lb SEDIMENT BLACK - 3 X 1M LENGTHS PER PACK

€12.49 RRP

UL3B

UNLEADED LOOPED LEADER 40lb KHAKI - 3 X 1M LENGTHS PER PACK

€12.49 RRP
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PVA Foam Nuggets
PVA foam nuggets that completely dissolve whatever the water temperature to leave your
rig perfectly presented on the lake bed. Perfect to aid in casting zig rigs, when fishing weedy
venues, among bottom debris, for single-hook-bait fishing and many other applications,
Perfect Presentation foam is super buoyant and 100% environmentally safe.
PPCK

PRESENTATION FOAM FLUORO VALUE PACK

€5.63 RRP

PPFS

PRESENTATION FOAM VALUE PACK

€4.37 RRP

Shrink Tube
10 x 60mm lengths per pack (5 brown & 5 green). Available in three sizes/diameters.
Durable shrink tube that shrinks perfectly every time and sets firm for ultimate rig tying.
CST

MICRO CAMO SHRINK TUBE

€3.74 RRP

SST

SMALL CAMO SHRINK TUBE

€3.74 RRP

MST

MEDIUM CAMO SHRINK TUBE

€3.74 RRP

Hair Gauge Tool
An ingenious tool that ensures you get the perfect hair length every time you tie a rig. It
measures hairs from 10mm to 40mm, easily fits into your tackle box and measurements
are printed on both sides for ease of use for both right and left-handed anglers.
HG1

HAIR GAUGE TOOL

€3.74 RRP

Rig Cone Tool
The perfect tool for precision-shaping shrink tube and chod rigs while keeping your fingers
out of harm’s way. The Rig Cone will hold hooks of all sizes and the diameter tapers from
10mm to 35mm to perfectly form anything from tiny lengths of shrink tube right through to
Withy Pool and Chod Rig; aggressive curves to gradual bends. Supplied with a removable
handle, which doubles as a knot tester. The only tool of its kind available.
RCT

RIG CONE TOOL

€13.74 RRP
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Serrated Braid Scissors
Seriously sharp scissors with serrated blades that cut cleanly through all braids,
monofilaments and fluorocarbons. Large enough to cope with the toughest jobs and
accommodate the biggest hands, yet small enough to fit easily into your tackle box, these
scissors also feature a laser-etched Solar logo on the blade. The bright orange handle
makes them easy to find in your tackle box or bivvy and they’re so sharp that they come
supplied with a protective, neoprene sheath.
SSS

SERRATED BRAID SCISSORS

€7.49 RRP

Boilie Needle
A simple, but essential tool, this Boilie Needle is one of the most versatile available. The
sharp, fine boilie needle easily penetrates even the hardest baits, and the fine profile
ensures that it can be used on baits as small as 10mm without splitting them. The thicker
section of needle, close to the handle, provides an easy tool for opening up braided hair
loops to make inserting a boilie stop easier, and the back of the handle features a boiliestop dispenser, so they are always to hand when needed. This can be easily refilled with
boilie stops as needed. All of Solar’s spare needles and drills can be used with this handle
and are quick and easy to interchange, allowing you to customise this baiting tool to your
requirements and to suit any situation. The easy-grip, contoured handle is available in four,
hi-viz colours and one glow-in-the-dark option, so that you never lose it.
BNB

BOILIE NEEDLE BLUE

€11.23 RRP

BNG

BOILIE NEEDLE GREEN

€11.23 RRP

BNNG

BOILIE NEEDLE NITE GLOW

€11.23 RRP

BNR

BOILIE NEEDLE RED

€11.23 RRP

BNY

BOILIE NEEDLE YELLOW

€11.23 RRP
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Boilie Needle Kit
Available in 5 colours. Supplied with 4 needles. This 5-in-1 baiting tool, is the only baiting
tool you will ever need. Supplied with four needles; a boilie needle, a fine, maggot needle,
a PVA stick/stringer needle and a fine, nut drill, each can be easily and securely attached
to the easy-grip handle in a matter of seconds, giving you the perfect baiting tool for any
situation. The back of the handle features a boilie-stop dispenser, so they are always to hand
when needed, which can be easily refilled with boilie stops as needed. The four needles are
supplied in a soft, rubber holder to keep them together in your tackle box and the handle is
available in four, hi-viz colours and one glow-in-the-dark option, so that you never lose it.
BNSB

BOILIE NEEDLE KIT BLUE

€18.74 RRP

BNSG

BOILIE NEEDLE KIT GREEN

€18.74 RRP

BNSNG

BOILIE NEEDLE KIT NITE GLOW

€18.74 RRP

BNSR

BOILIE NEEDLE KIT RED

€18.74 RRP

BNSY

BOILIE NEEDLE KIT YELLOW

€18.74 RRP

Boilie Needle Spare Set of 4 Tools
A set of four spare needles to fit our Boilie Needles and our 5-In-1 Boilie Needle Plus
System. Quick and easy to interchange, this pack includes: 1 x fine boilie needle; 1 x maggot
needle; 1 x PVA stick/stringer needle; 1 x fine nut drill. All four tools are supplied in a soft,
rubber holder to keep them together in your tackle box and prevent them from getting lost.
BNT

BOILIE NEEDLE SPARE SET OF 4 TOOLS

€11.23 RRP

Spare Boilie Needle
Spare boilie needle to fit our Boilie Needles and 5-In-1 Boilie Needle Plus System. This
sharp, fine needle will easily penetrate hard baits and the slim profile means that it can be
used on small baits without splitting them.
SBN

SPARE BOILIE NEEDLE

€3.74 RRP
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Boilie Needle - Spare Maggot Needle
Spare maggot needle to fit our Boilie Needles and our 5-In-1 Boilie Needle Plus System.
This ultra-fine, sharp needle can be used for threading maggots onto thin hairs without
bursting them, but is equally useful for all small baits.
SMAG

SPARE MAGGOT NEEDLE

€3.74 RRP

Boilie Needle - Spare Nut Drill
This 1.2mm wide nut drill can be quickly and easily fitted to our Boilie Needles and our
5-In-1 Boilie Needle Plus System. Perfect for drilling a small hole into any hard hook bait,
such as nuts, pellets and air-dried boilies, so that they can be used on a hair rig.
SNUT

SPARE NUT DRILL

€3.74 RRP

Boilie Needle - Spare Stick Needle
A PVA stick/stringer needle designed to fit easily and securely to our 5-In-1 Boilie Needle
Plus System and our Boilie Needles and features a gate-latch end for ease of use.
STN

SPARE STICK NEEDLE

€3.74 RRP

Boilie Stops
Small, clear boilie stops that’ll work with any baiting system, but are the perfect refills for
the boilie stop dispensers in the Boilie Needles and 5-In-1 Boilie Needle Plus Systems.
BSN

BOILIE STOPS NATURAL

€1.91 RRP

Splicing Needles
Strong, fine, gate-latch splicing needles for splicing Contour Unleaded material and
leadcore. There are two size/thicknesses of needle available, micro and small, and both
feature an easy-grip handle to make splicing any material easy. Two needles per pack.
SNM

SPLICING NEEDLES MICRO x 2

€4.37 RRP

SNS

SPLICING NEEDLES SMALL x 2

€4.37 RRP
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We do everything we can to ensure that the prices in this publication are correct. However, sometimes we need to change the cost of a product, either up or down.
We reserve the right to change our product’s prices at any time without further notice.

SOLAR TACKLE LIMITED
PO BOX 404
Dartford
Kent
DA1 9JT
T: +44 (0)1322 277345
E-mail: info@solartackle.co.uk

Follow us on:
/SolarSharperCarper
@SolarTackle
www.solartackle.co.uk

We do everything we can to ensure that the prices in this publication are correct. However, sometimes we need to change the cost of a product, either up or down.
We reserve the right to change our product’s prices at any time without further notice. E&OE
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